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Helps students prepare and practise for their schoolleaving exams and equips them with lifelong learning
and study skills. Taking an inductive approach to
Grammar, this title revises and extends the students'
knowledge of grammar and vocabulary through
varied skills-based activities that recycle, revise,
evaluate and develop language skills.

Complete First Presentation Plus DVDROM
Orderdas beste Bier at Oktoberfest! Hitch a ride on
der Autobahn! Say "Wilkommen" to your neuen
deutschen Freunde! Learning to sprechen Sie
Deutsches is fun and far easier than you might think.
With this guide, you will make sense of this
fascinating language in no time. This practical, handson Buch comes with easy-to-understand lessons,
useful exercises, and embedded audio for
pronunciation help. Building on the German
language's close relation to English, this eBook
includes everything from basic introductions to verb
conversions. You will learn to: Order food with ease.
Ask how much items cost. Understand direct and
indirect objects. Use superlatives to communicate
more effectively. Know when to use passive voice.
Also, this eBook is enhanced with audio icons
throughout which allow you to hear correct
pronunciation or participate in various exercises so
you can perfect your German pronunciation and
understanding with ease! Whether you want to
sample das stoutest Lager or converse with your
grandparents in their native tongue, you'll soon
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discover just how easy it is to learn German!

Laser. B1. Workbook. With key. Con CD
Audio. Per le Scuole superiori
Helps students prepare and practise for their schoolleaving exams and equips them with lifelong learning
and study skills. Taking an inductive approach to
Grammar, this title revises and extends the students'
knowledge of grammar and vocabulary through
varied skills-based activities that recycle, revise,
evaluate and develop language skills.

Gateway B1 Workbook
The 40 Day Soul Fast
Gateway is an academically rich five-level course
designed to lead teenage students to success in
school-leaving and university entrance exams and
prepare them for university and the world of work.

Russian Stage One--Live from Moscow!
The features of this volume include: a systematic
approach to word formation; a focus on grammar,
providing essential FC grammar practice; a list of
collocations and patterns; and a phrasal verb
reference section with definitions from the Macmillan
English Dictionary for Advanced Learners.

Gateway 2nd Edition
- Build Up to B1
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Helps students prepare and practise for their schoolleaving exams and equips them with lifelong learning
and study skills. Taking an inductive approach to
Grammar, this title revises and extends the students'
knowledge of grammar and vocabulary through
varied skills-based activities that recycle, revise,
evaluate and develop language skills.

Gateway B1
The 13 Gates of the Necronomicon
Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus is a novel
written by Mary Shelley about a creature produced by
an unorthodox scientific experiment. Shelley started
writing the story when she was nineteen, and the
novel was published when she was twenty-one. The
first edition was published anonymously in London in
1818. Shelley's name appears on the second edition,
published in France in 1823. The original 1818
'Uncensored' Edition of Frankenstein as first published
anonymously in 1818. This original version is much
more true to the spirit of the author's original
intentions than the heavily revised 1831 edition,
edited by Shelley, in part, because of pressure to
make the story more conservative. Many scholars
prefer the 1818 text to the more common 1831
edition. Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley (1797–1851) was
an English novelist, short story writer, dramatist,
essayist, biographer, and travel writer, best known for
her Gothic novel Frankenstein: or, The Modern
Prometheus.
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Think Level 3 Student's Book
Gateway B1 Student Book
Get ready to experience the best 40 days of your life!
The 40 Day Soul Fast: Your Journey To Authentic
Living is an eight-week study of the life of the soul,
the practice of fasting, and the process of living more
authentically. It is a transformational expedition that
will lead you on an inward journey to greater health,
happiness, and success as you learn to live from the
inside out—as we are told by Jesus in the book of
Matthew: “Ignite the kingdom life within you, a fire
within you . . . changing you from the inside out . . .
make a clean sweep of your lives” (Matthew 3:11).
When all is well with the souls of humanity, all will be
well in the world. When you have peace in your soul,
you will bring that peace to bear on the world around
you—you will become the change you are hoping to
see. Churches, organizations, small groups, and
families are encouraged to travel together on this
40-day journey to greater mental, emotional, and
spiritual health. If everyone who picks up this book
takes it upon him or herself to encourage others to
participate, we would create an unstoppable
movement! You may think that one healed soul
cannot heal the world, but it can.Join the Soul Fast
Movement by going to www.soulfast.com. There you
will find soul-empowering resources and tools to not
only transform your life, but the world! The 40 Day
Soul Fast promises to bring the best out of you so that
you can impact your world for good. Have the
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courage to follow your heart! Step out and engage
with your authentic self—it will be the best 40 days of
your life!

Destination B2
Gateway is an academically-rich five-level course
designed to lead teenage students to success in
school-leaving and university entrance exams and
prepare them for university and the world of work.

Open Mind
Excel 2013: The Missing Manual
Perspectives teaches learners to think critically and to
develop the language skills they need to find their
own voice in English. The carefully guided language
lessons, real-world stories and TED Talks motivate
learners to think, creatively and communicate
effectively.

Gateway B1
Gateway A2 Workbook
The Touchstone Workbook provides follow-up
exercises for each lesson in the Student's Book,
allowing for a thorough practice of new vocabulary,
structures, and conversation strategies and providing
extra reading and writing activities. A progress chart
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at the end of each unit helps students evaluate their
progress and plan further study.

Perspectives Intermediate
Provides students the chance to consolidate their
learning over the course. This title includes extra
grammar and vocabulary consolidation pages, which
are cumulative throughout the book and therefore
provide thorough language recycling. It is useful as a
homework tool or for use in class.

Beyond A1+ SB Premium Pack
Complete First provides thorough preparation for the
revised 2015 Cambridge English: First (FCE) exam.
Complete First Second edition Presentation Plus
allows you to present and interact directly with the
Student's Book, Workbook and Class Audio at the
front of the classroom. With Presentation Plus you can
highlight, write and erase; hide and reveal text and
images; zoom in and out; create notes and save
annotations; attach your own web links; display
answer keys; play all Class Audio and display the
listening scripts; and connect to Cambridge
Dictionaries Online via the internet. Presentation Plus
can be used with all types of interactive whiteboards
or with a computer and projector.

Gateway B2+ Student Book
Madrigal's Magic Key to Spanish
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Destination C1 & C2 : Grammar and Vocabulary is the
ideal grammar and vocabulary practice book for all
advanced students preparing to take any C1 & C2
level exam: e.g. Cambridge CAE and Cambridge CPE.

The Everything Learning German Book
Gateway B1
Contains a print Student's Book that is visually
engaging. In this pack, each unit incorporates the
course theme of Life Skills, along with grammar
sections, support boxes and a writing syllabus. It
includes a webcode that provides access to the
Student's Resource Center.

Beyond B1 Workbook
Destination C1 & C2
Your all-in-one resource for quantitative, qualitative,
and spatial analyses in Excel® using current realworld healthcare datasets. Health Services Research
and Analytics Using Excel® is a practical resource for
graduate and advanced undergraduate students in
programs studying healthcare administration, public
health, and social work as well as public health
workers and healthcare managers entering or working
in the field. This book provides one integrated,
application-oriented resource for common
quantitative, qualitative, and spatial analyses using
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only Excel. With an easy-to-follow presentation of
qualitative and quantitative data, students can foster
a balanced decision-making approach to financial
data, patient statistical data and utilization
information, population health data, and quality
metrics while cultivating analytical skills that are
necessary in a data-driven healthcare world. Whereas
Excel is typically considered limited to quantitative
application, this book expands into other Excel
applications based on spatial analysis and data
visualization represented through 3D Maps as well as
text analysis using the free add-in in Excel. Chapters
cover the important methods and statistical analysis
tools that a practitioner will face when navigating and
analyzing data in the public domain or from internal
data collection at their health services organization.
Topics covered include importing and working with
data in Excel; identifying, categorizing, and
presenting data; setting bounds and hypothesis
testing; testing the mean; checking for patterns; data
visualization and spatial analysis; interpreting
variance; text analysis; and much more. A concise
overview of research design also provides helpful
background on how to gather and measure useful
data prior to analyzing in Excel. Because Excel is the
most common data analysis software used in the
workplace setting, all case examples, exercises, and
tutorials are provided with the latest updates to the
Excel software from Office365 ProPlus® and newer
versions, including all important “Add-ins” such as 3D
Maps, MeaningCloud, and Power Pivots, among
others. With numerous practice problems and over
100 step-by-step videos, Health Services Research
and Analytics Using Excel® is an extremely practical
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tool for students and health service professionals who
must know how to work with data, how to analyze it,
and how to use it to improve outcomes unique to
healthcare settings. Key Features: Provides a
competency-based analytical approach to health
services research using Excel Includes applications of
spatial analysis and data visualization tools based on
3D Maps in Excel Lists select sources of useful
national healthcare data with descriptions and
website information Chapters contain case examples
and practice problems unique to health services All
figures and videos are applicable to Office365 ProPlus
Excel and newer versions Contains over 100 step-bystep videos of Excel applications covered in the
chapters and provides concise video tutorials
demonstrating solutions to all end-of-chapter practice
problems Robust Instructor ancillary package that
includes Instructor’s Manual, PowerPoints, and Test
Bank

蘇聯實情研究叢書
Thirteen points of entry. Locked gateways to magical
realms of immense power—and danger, for the
uninitiated. Within these pages are thirteen keys.
Enter the Necronomicon and be forever changed. In
this authentic sourcebook for magicians, occult
scholar Donald Tyson uses H. P. Lovecraft’s story
elements and characters—alien races, ancient
sorceries, the Dreamlands, deities, witches, and
ghouls—as the foundation for a workable and
coherent system of modern ritual magic based on the
thirteen true zodical constellations. This authoritative
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guide presents the essential elements of the
Necronomicon mythos for use in esoteric practices
such as dream scrying, astral projection, magical
rites, and invocations.

Lord Peter
Readings chosen by teachers for skills work and
discussion.

Small Group Work in the Real World
No other description available.

How We See the Sky
In 9 chapters, the power of acroynms are used to help
the reader transform their lives. If you are serious
about making life-altering changes, buying this book
is for you. If you are really serious about personal
development, continuous growth and sustaining
achievement, buying this book connects the D.O.T.S
for empowered living that grows and goes forward.
These empowering acroynms will literally thrust your
desirable actions into turbo-charge action.

Effective Reading 2. Student's Book
The world’s most popular spreadsheet program is now
more powerful than ever, but it’s also more complex.
That’s where this Missing Manual comes in. With
crystal-clear explanations and hands-on examples,
Excel 2013: The Missing Manual shows you how to
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master Excel so you can easily track, analyze, and
chart your data. You’ll be using new features like
PowerPivot and Flash Fill in no time. The important
stuff you need to know: Go from novice to ace. Learn
how to analyze your data, from writing your first
formula to charting your results. Illustrate trends.
Discover the clearest way to present your data using
Excel’s new Quick Analysis feature. Broaden your
analysis. Use pivot tables, slicers, and timelines to
examine your data from different perspectives. Import
data. Pull data from a variety of sources, including
website data feeds and corporate databases. Work
from the Web. Launch and manage your workbooks
on the road, using the new Excel Web App. Share your
worksheets. Store Excel files on SkyDrive and
collaborate with colleagues on Facebook, Twitter, and
LinkedIn. Master the new data model. Use PowerPivot
to work with millions of rows of data. Make
calculations. Review financial data, use math and
scientific formulas, and perform statistical analyses.

Gateway B2+ Workbook
Comprehensive program for elementary Russian
instruction.

FRANKENSTEIN (The Original 1818
Edition)
Touchstone Level 4 Workbook L4
Gazing up at the heavens from our backyards or a
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nearby field, most of us see an undifferentiated mess
of stars—if, that is, we can see anything at all through
the glow of light pollution. Today’s casual observer
knows far less about the sky than did our ancestors,
who depended on the sun and the moon to tell them
the time and on the stars to guide them through the
seas. Nowadays, we don’t need the sky, which is
good, because we’ve made it far less accessible,
hiding it behind the skyscrapers and the excessive
artificial light of our cities. How We See the Sky gives
us back our knowledge of the sky, offering a
fascinating overview of what can be seen there
without the aid of a telescope. Thomas Hockey begins
by scanning the horizon, explaining how the visible
universe rotates through this horizon as night turns to
day and season to season. Subsequent chapters
explore the sun’s and moon’s respective motions
through the celestial globe, as well as the appearance
of solstices, eclipses, and planets, and how these are
accounted for in different kinds of calendars. In every
chapter, Hockey introduces the common vocabulary
of today’s astronomers, uses examples past and
present to explain them, and provides conceptual
tools to help newcomers understand the topics he
discusses. Packed with illustrations and enlivened by
historical anecdotes and literary references, How We
See the Sky reacquaints us with the wonders to be
found in our own backyards.

Use of English
Learn the basics of the Spanish language with this
easy-to-use guide by one of America's most
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prominent language teachers. Anyone can read,
write, and speak Spanish in only a few short weeks
with this unique and proven method, which
completely eliminates rote memorization and boring
drills. With original black and white illustration by
Andy Warhol, Madrigal's Magic Key to Spanish will
provide readers with a solid foundation upon with to
build their language skills.

Laser
Challenge and inspire your teenage learners to think
beyond language. Think is a fresh, vibrant and upbeat
course designed to engage teenage learners and
make them think. As well as building students'
language skills, it offers a holistic approach to
learning: developing their thinking skills, encouraging
them to reflect on values and building their selfconfidence. Topics are chosen to appeal to and
challenge teenagers, firing their imagination and
ensuring effective learning. Exam-style exercises and
tips help students prepare for Cambridge English Key,
Preliminary and First. Informed by the Cambridge
English Corpus, the course reflects real language
usage and 'Get it right' sections help students avoid
common mistakes.

Liberations from Mental Bondages and
Poverty
Laser
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Select Readings
One of the founding mothers of mystery, Dorothy
Sayers first introduced the popular character Lord
Peter Wimsey in 1923 with the publication of Whose
Body? Over the next twenty years, more novels and
short stories about the aristocratic amateur sleuth
appeared, each one as cunningly written as the
next.Now in single volume, here are all the Lord Peter
Wimsey stories, a treasure for any mystery lover.
From "The Fantastic Horror of the Cat in the Bag" to
"The Image in the Mirror" and "Talboys," this
collection is Lord Peter at his best -- and a true
testament to the art of detective fiction.

Health Services Research and Analytics
Using Excel
'Laser B1' is part of third level course designed for
young students. The Laser series has been revised
and updated to include PET preparation tasks and
changes to the Cambridge ESOL FCE examination. A
Student's Book integrates development of key
reading, writing, listening and speaking skills;
Includes CD-ROM that intends to motivate
reinforcement of the structures and vocabulary;
'Dictionary corner' sections, focusing on topic-based
lexis, collocations, word formation and phrasal verbs;
A Teacher's Book - includes a Test CD Pack. A
workbook - With or without wey with a class Audio CD.

Gateway to…………PSUs (Electronics &
Telecom, Electronics & Communication,
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Electrical, Electronics & Instrumentation)
Straightforward
Gateway is an academically rich five-level course
designed to lead teenage students to success in
school-leaving and university entrance exams and
prepare them for university and the world of work.
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